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Traps 
The traps are what hold villains. Each trap holds only 1 villain at a time. You can play the 

game without traps, but what is the fun of that? The starter pack comes with 2 traps (life 

and water) so you can already trap 2 villains. The villain vault in Skylanders Academy will 

hold any villains you cannot trap. After defeating the villain the screen will tell you to press 

a button to NOT trap the villain. They are then sent to the villain vault.  

 

Portal Master Rank 
Skylanders SWAP Force™ introduced the Portal Master Rank. The way this worked was 

stars were awarded once certain goals were completed. Every time you got 6 stars, you got a 

rank-up. 

http://bit.ly/1nPEXsL
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In Trap Team, it looks like you may only need 5 stars now. At E3 a glimpse of the pause 

menu was shown.  

 

Maybe the reason for this is to try to catch portal masters up to where they were last year. 

We’ll have to wait until October to see. 

Villains  
Some speculations about the villains have been thrown around. We’re here to clear it up. At 

the reveal of Skylanders Trap Team™ it was said that villains were upgradable. While this 

is true, they won’t be going to Persephone like the Skylanders™ are. They have quests in 

the game. Each time a quest is complete, the villain receives and upgrade. Also the way the 

villains play is different. At reveal, the game showed a health bar for the villains. Now the 

villains have 30 sec. timers. After the timer is up, they return to their trap. They need to 

recharge before you can play with them again. There is a ½ way bar on the timer. If the 

timer is at the ½ way point, they villain can come in the game. This is meant to encourage 

the interaction between Skylanders™ and villains. Take a look: 

 

Other methods are explained on the next page 

http://bit.ly/1nPEXsL
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Toys for Bob makes the Villains stronger 
To encourage player to play as the villains Toys for Bob™ has made all villains stronger 

than ever. This is supposed to make up for the timer thing. 

Villains have theme music 
Villains now have specific theme song tied to their timer. 

http://bit.ly/1nPEXsL

